RACE REPORT

Australian Youth Triathlon Championships 2013
by Reiny Brown
What a way to skip double English at school! I had entered the Australian Youth Triathlon
Championships at Twin Waters in Queensland. My event (Male 15-16yrs) consisted of a 600m swim,
16km ride and a 4km run.
I arrived two days prior to my race and was very fortunate to attend the Mooloolaba ITU World Cup
Triathlon. I watched the Elite Mens race, seeing the likes of Gomez, Vidal and our two home heroes,
Ivan Lo and Terry Law. Talk about an inspiration for my own race.
I arrived early at the Youth Champs. on the Monday morning feeling very nervous. The presence of
Australia’s State teams practicing with their coaches was extremely intimidating… I had Mum and
Dad! However, luckily for me Patrick Kelly, the Hong Kong national Coach appeared before me eyes.
With the help of Patrick’s onsight advice and Andrew’s pre race strategy, which we had discussed the
night before, I was pumped. Right from the starting whistle, 46 other 15-16 year old boys bashed me
around in the swim. They swam over my legs and pushed me into other swimmers making it very
difficult to swim normally.
I emerged from the lake in the middle of the pack and it didn’t get any better. I jumped on my bike
and already the pace was high. There were a few very talented cyclists pulling along large groups
making it extremely difficult to keep up. The headwind didn’t help and having to conquer this over 4
laps with many U-turns saw me fall back from the main group.
I was 25th coming into transition and came racing out in 22nd place with a 10 metre gap. The best
transition of my life! Feeling strong and confident knowing the run is my strongest leg, I began my
four laps. It was on the 2nd lap I found my stride and felt great swallowing up the competition.
Crossing the finish line in 15th place I must admit feeling disappointed with my overall performance.
However, realizing that these guys were not only older than me, they were also peaking at the end of
their season. Knowing, I am only just beginning my season, I realized how proud I should be with my
achievement.
I learnt that in order for me to improve, it is important for me to compete overseas and learn how to
cope with the various conditions and stronger competition. It’s all about getting out of one’s comfort
zone.
Asia Champs, here I come!
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